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Maggie
nose best
Tracking feral cats
in Queensland
Meet Maggie, a four-legged friend working
hard to protect the world’s only known
population of Night Parrots on our newest
reserve, secured recently with the help of
Bush Heritage supporters.
It’s 3am. The sun won’t appear for hours,
but for Mark and Glenys Woods and their
ever-loyal companion Maggie, work is
about to begin.
After a quick breakfast they jump in the ute
and drive 45 minutes to the secret location
in western Queensland where the world’s
only known population of Night Parrots
has survived.
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Since naturalist John Young’s rediscovery
of the population in 2013, a recovery
team led by Bush Heritage Australia, and
ornithologists Dr Steve Murphy and Allan
Burbidge, have been working tirelessly to
bring the species back from the brink of
extinction. The first step – to purchase the
land where this elusive population live –
has been taken, thanks to Bush Heritage
donors, and the reserve is now under
intensive and careful management.
The priority since the purchase has been
managing threats to the Night Parrot
population, chiefly feral cats.
Mark Woods and trusty companion Maggie are
helping in the fight to protect the Night Parrot
from feral cat predation. Photo Annette Ruzicka.

Evidence suggests that feral cat density on
the property is low, but there are at least two
individuals prowling close to where Night
Parrots roost during the day. Just one feral
cat that develops a taste for Night Parrots
would be enough to drive this population,
and possibly the species, into extinction.
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From the CEO

Bush Heritage Australia
Who we are

Twenty-five years ago, a small group
of people changed the fate of a precious
block of forest, destined otherwise for
timber harvesting.
They did something practical. They
purchased the land, since known as Liffey
Reserve, for conservation of its wonderful
forests. They didn’t see themselves as
visionaries – they just saw an alternative
to a future they didn’t much like, and
they pursued that alternative faithfully.
Did they know at the time, that they were
starting something that would keep rolling,
keep gathering momentum, 25 years and
more into the future? Perhaps not. But
they certainly hoped there were enough
Australians that cared about the diminishing
bush and that were willing to act, to make
a difference.
They had every reason to hope. In 2016
there are 40,000 people who donate regularly
to the alternative that Bush Heritage offers
them. Alternatives like buying and protecting
the habitat of the recently rediscovered
Night Parrot; – working with the Wunambal
Gaambera people on long-term management
plans for their traditional lands; –and
re-introducing the nationally vulnerable
Red‑tailed Phascogale to our Kojonup Reserve.
We know now that we can make a
difference. In 2016 we have come so far.
Bush Heritage, together with our partners,
protect over 6 million hectares of land and
sea, where fire, weeds and feral animals are
managed and over 200 threatened plant
and animal species Australia-wide find
protection and a brighter future.
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There is so much more to do. Habitat
continues to be destroyed and climate
change will continue to challenge our bush
and its species. But thanks to people like
you, Bush Heritage can make a difference.
Our financial model, including our new
capital endowment fund, gives us the ability
to act nimbly when opportunities arise,
while the foundations beneath us remain
strong and steady.
But in 2016, our biggest asset is you. Our
supporters make all of our work possible.
Just like those handful of people, 25 years
ago, who hoped that enough people cared
enough to make a difference, we rely on
you to prove them right. Thank you for
showing that you do care.
Please celebrate with me, as we embark on
our 25th year of protecting the Australian
bush, and pause for a moment to recognise
how far we’ve come together. And keep a
look out, later in the year, for our Spring
newsletter edition, to mark 25 years to the
date, of Bush Heritage Australia.
Cheers,

Gerard O’Neill, Chief Executive

Top left: Gerard O’Neill. Photo Bec Walton.
Top right: Liffey Reserve, Bush Heritage’s first
reserve, protected in 1990. Photo Annette Ruzicka.

Bush Heritage Australia is a
leading conservation organisation,
protecting millions of hectares of
ecologically important land for the
benefit of nature and all Australians.

Why we’re successful
It’s our way of working that makes
Bush Heritage Australia so successful
– and makes us optimistic that we
can expand our great conservation
work to meet the challenges ahead:
• We pursue non‑confrontational,
pragmatic solutions to
conservation challenges.
• We work closely with our neighbours
in each community and share the
outcomes and knowledge gained
for the benefit of all.
• Everything we do is informed by
good science – aided by our staff
ecologists and science partners.
• We have over 40,000 (and growing)
committed supporters
who enable us to work on a scale
that matters and to implement
solutions that endure.
• We partner with Aboriginal
communities, other landowners,
non‑profits, businesses and
governments, because we
know that by working together
we can achieve so much more.
• We buy land, and invest in
our partnerships and our
growing number of supporters.
Our mission is for the benefit
of all Australians, forever.

Left: Dr Stephen Murphy and Rachel Barr will return
to the property in April to begin a new Night Parrot
research and survey method using more advanced radio
tracking and GPS technology. Photo The Australian.
Below: With a sense of smell many times more
powerful than a human’s, Maggie is a vital weapon
in the fight against feral cats. Photo Annette Ruzicka.

Continued from cover
Maggie is a one‑year‑old, short-haired
collie specifically trained to sniff and
track these predators. “A dog’s sense of
smell is many times more powerful than a
human’s,” Mark explains. “Maggie’s sense
of smell is so highly developed she can
distinguish a feral cat from a domestic cat.
This incredible ability makes them one of
the most effective tools in managing and
eliminating feral cat populations.”
But today time is crucial. Temperatures
are set to reach 45 degrees by 9am, and the
heat can cause Maggie to pant excessively,
blocking her finely tuned nasal receptors.
Immediately after arriving at the site
Maggie leaps from the car and is hard at
work, quickly picking up a scent along one
of the creek lines. Mark and Glenys are in
hot pursuit, following Maggie through the
cracked and dry creekbeds. Mark watches
Maggie extra closely when she is ‘scenting’.
If she finds a cat or den she has been
trained to immediately sit, and Mark
must swing into action.
Maggie keeps her head anchored to the
ground, criss-crossing the creek line and
weaving amongst the trees and logs. She
leads them over a ridge and stops to a
dead halt. She sits.
Mark steps past Maggie and, seeing they
have arrived at a potential cat den, he
looks for signs of life. There are paw
prints embedded into the ground. The
surrounding tussocks, branches and logs
make perfect shelter. Peering in, Mark
immediately notices the cobwebs and there
is no evidence of recent activity. The cat
that called this place home has moved on.
Mark turns back to Maggie who is still
sitting patiently, waiting for her next
instruction.

He smiles and pulls a tennis ball from
his pocket and Maggie springs back to life,
eyes wide and tail wagging. It’s play time.
“Collies have an incredibly high play drive,”
Glenys says, “and playing with a tennis ball
is the ultimate reward for a job well done.”
Maggie chases the ball in wild excitement.
A vigorous game of fetch ensues as Mark
makes sure to generously reward Maggie
for successfully finding the cat den.

Just one feral cat that develops
a taste for Night Parrots
would be enough to drive
this population, and possibly
the species, into extinction.
But before long they are back at work.
Soon Maggie seems to have picked up a
fresh scent and they are off again, ready
to track and eradicate one of the most
serious threats to Night Parrots.

Working with colleagues at the University
of Melbourne, Steve is examining whether
Night Parrots could derive enough water
solely from succulent plants that grow in
the area.
“In April last year we found a Night Parrot
sitting right next to a patch of succulent
Sclerolaena. Preliminary modelling
indicates that, even on the hottest day,
a parrot could indeed get all its water
requirements from as little as 13 grams
of Sclerolaena without having to venture
to a water source. Understanding where
Night Parrots spend their time is very
important because it means we can
target those areas for feral cat control.”
It’s insights like these that will ensure that
Bush Heritage’s newest reserve will achieve
its goal of providing a secure place for
Night Parrots to live forever.

While Mark, Glenys and their highly trained
sniffer dogs will continue to work on the
property, Bush Heritage is also investing in
other strategies to remove feral cats from
this critically important area.
“The difficult thing about cat control in this
situation is that we are targeting specific
cats,” says Steve Murphy, the ornithologist
who successfully trapped and tracked a
Night Parrot in 2015. “It’s hard enough to
remove just any old cat from the bush, let
alone trying to remove a specific individual
that is posing a significant threat. That’s
why we need to keep trying a variety of
techniques, including scent dogs, trapping,
shooting and other emerging technologies.”
While work continues in eradicating the
threats to Night Parrot survival, Steve has
been working to unlock the secrets of the
world’s most mysterious bird that was –
until recently – thought to be extinct.

Save the Night Parrot
Thanks for your support to help save
the only population of the elusive
Night Parrot. If you’re yet to donate,
there is still time to help Maggie
and Mark in their important work to
protect this extremely rare bird, whose
habitat is now under the protection
of Bush Heritage and the Night Parrot
recovery team.
Donate now at:
BushHeritage.org.au/donate
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Happy 10th birthday Cravens Peak
In 2006, Bush Heritage purchased 233,000
hectares of remarkable desert country.
In 2016, Cravens Peak celebrates its tenth
birthday, and the remarkable people that
have brought it this far.

“When we started, we felt like we were on
a station. And when we finished, suddenly
the land opened up, and we felt like we
were in an open parkland – a conservation
reserve, where wildlife could move freely.”

It was 2008 when Nella Lithgow first opened
her ute door and landed her boots in the
red desert dust of Cravens Peak Reserve, on
the edge of the Simpson Desert. The reserve
was young; only two years earlier, supporters,
along with funds from the Commonwealth
government, had enabled Bush Heritage
to purchase this vast mass of gibber plains,
red sandy dune fields, semi-permanent
waterholes and Coolabah woodlands.

Other families have also answered the call
of Cravens and the landscape that Bush
Heritage and its supporters help to protect.
A handful of reserve staff and their families
have lived for stints at Cravens Peak,
including Matt and Amanda Warr, whose
first baby, Isabella, spent her first eleven
months of life there in 2013 (before the
family moved to nearby Ethabuka Reserve).

Peter, together with wife and staunch
Bush Heritage supporter, Linda, took
on the baton for Bush Heritage and its
supporters in 2011. They agree that a
sense of community between neighbours,
locals and the community in general,
is imperative to thrive at Cravens Peak.

“We are blessed to enjoy
the unique beauty of this
country every day – from the
transformation after rain, to
the different colours of the
desert sands and skies mixed
with the marvellous array of
flora and fauna.”

While most folk mightn’t consider a
homestead on the edge of the desert a
likely place to raise a family, Amanda and
Peter Welldon, Reserve Manager
Matt saw it as a bonus that their family
was always together, joined in the one place,
“It’s important to have family around you,”
with shared goals. “If I ever needed Matt, he
says Peter. “You’re so isolated out here.
was always close by. We are always together.
Neighbours and other locals are important
And we get to witness Bella enjoying nature
too. People out here look out for each other.
– trying to chase the lizards and looking at
You can’t be an individual out here, you
the trees.”
can’t be a loner.”
“We were very aware of what we were taking
The summer heat can be stifling, and
There can be no greater awareness of
on,” says Nella. “In that kind of environment, presents one of the biggest challenges for
family and community than with the loss
where the landscape is so vast, humans are
those working at Cravens Peak. But then
of a member of that community. In 2012,
a token. When we considered the age of
the rains come and bring transformation
reserve officer Mauritz Pieterse, known
that environment, our presence seemed
to the landscape and relief to those like
affectionately as Mo, perished whilst
sometimes so small – and the commitment
current reserve manager, Peter Welldon.
working at nearby Ethabuka Reserve,
we needed to make to it, so long-term.”
“Flowers come out. There are suddenly
protecting a place he loved dearly.
plants on the sand dunes. You see a total
“But then there are times you see your
transformation in under two months,
The loss of Mo, one of our most passionate
impact in an immediate way – like
just from a little bit of rain.”
and well-loved defenders, was felt deeply,
when we removed the internal fencing.
and will be for many years to come.
Nella and husband Mark looked out at
the contrasting colours, from the deep reds
of the landscape to the stunning blue of
the skies. This was to be home for three
years, where, as reserve managers, they
would take on the task of caring for the
233,000 hectares of Cravens Peak. Nella felt
they had been given a special and unique
opportunity – as well as a challenge.
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Before and after: on the left is Cravens Peak in 2006. On the right is Cravens Peak today, flourishing after a decade of careful management. Photos Murray Haseler.

Nothing has lessened the importance of
the tight-knit reserve community that Nella
Lithgow had experienced acutely back in
2008. “You need each other in a different
way at a place like Cravens,” she says. “You
need other people to share the journey with
– both the tasks, which sometimes seem
mammoth – but also the joys.”
It is now eight years since Nella and
Mark arrived at the reserve that dusty
day – and ten years since the place became
a Bush Heritage reserve. In that time
Cravens Peak has hosted a community
of neighbours, scientists, archeologists,
university students and researchers who
have helped the reserve arrive at where
it is today: an established conservation
reserve, positioned – with the ongoing
help of Bush Heritage supporters – to meet
the conservation challenges of the future.
“The people that come onto that reserve
are gold – and so are our supporters,” says
Nella. “They are driven by their love of the
land and what they do. Their passion is
inspiring, and it’s infectious.”
Cravens Peak Reserve was acquired in 2005 with the
assistance of the Australian Government under the
Natural Heritage Trust’s National Reserve System
Programme and The Nature Conservancy. Bush Heritage
thanks the many supporters that continue to support
our work at Cravens Peak Reserve.
Opposite page: Former reserve managers Nella and
Mark Lithgow at Cravens Peak. Photo Peter Morris.
Far right: Planigales are common on Cravens Peak.
Photo Adam Kereszy.
Right: Reptiles are also thriving after 10 years of
conservation work by Bush Heritage Reserve Managers.
Photo Doug Humann.

What has your support
helped us to do?
• Remove stock, restoring sparse and
sporadically-available food to the
native food chain
• Upgrade the rundown homestead
and infrastructure, enabling staff,
volunteers and contractors a base
from which to work
• Replace the old diesel generator
with solar panels, saving thousands
of dollars in diesel costs
• Welcome Cravens Peak’s traditional
owners, the Wangkamadla people
back to country and draw up a
cultural heritage agreement
• Reduce feral animals, especially
camels, cats and stray cattle

What has this helped
to achieve?
• Rapid improvement in the Mitchell
grass plains and wetland areas
• Regeneration of the gidgee and
mulga woodland vegetation between
the dunes
• Shift in plant species composition
from grazing-resilient species to
more palatable native species of
grass and herb
• A flush of insects, a globally‑renowned
diversity of reptiles, small mammals
and desert birds following welcome
rains
• Satellite imagery shows the property
is remaining greener for longer than
neighbouring properties following rains.
• University of Sydney studies show
a shift in patterns and increase in
diversity of small mammal species
in ungrazed or lightly-grazed areas
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Briefs from the blog
BushHeritage.org.au/blog

A glance through some of the regular posts on our blog
gives an overview of what’s been happening on our reserves
around Australia – all made possible thanks to you.
Subscribe for regular updates or follow us on social media.

These reptiles aren’t camera-shy
Four times a year at Boolcoomatta, 20 motion sensor
cameras are installed at locations around the reserve
to monitor the presence and activity of the larger reptiles,
mammals and birds on the reserve.
The images help inform our management, particularly
in terms of the movement of introduced species.

Eurardy’s sands tell a story
Long term Bush Heritage volunteers Len and Valerie Warren
have been hard at work on Eurardy Station Reserve to
conduct sand pad monitoring. Although it can be a tiring and
repetitive task, involving sweeping pads of sand at regular
intervals along a track of road, checking for animal tracks
early each morning and re-setting them over the course of a
week, Len and Valerie wouldn’t have it any other way. “Why
do we do it? The simple answer to that question is that we
love being out in the bush, and achieving something useful
while we’re there makes it seem more worthwhile. It’s also
keeping us mentally and physically fit.”

Within the first hour of installation, the cameras detected
three of Boolcoomatta’s larger reptiles – the Sand Monitor
(Varanus gouldii), Eastern Bearded Dragon (Pogona barbata)
and a large Shingleback (Trachydosaurus rugosus).
This sand monitor didn’t mind the attention at Boolcoomatta. Photo Al Dermer.

Valerie and Len Warren have been working hard at Eurardy.

New Lanky Buttons population found
in Tasmania

A new ally for the Red-finned Blue-eye
Bush Heritage’s new aquatic ecologist Rob Wager has
wasted no time in reacquainting himself with efforts to
protect the Red-finned Blue-eye. Rob’s primary role will
be leading the recovery efforts on Edgbaston Reserve in
central Queensland. Rob’s arrival at Edgbaston continues
a journey that began 25 years ago. Rob first visited the
reserve when the Blue-eye was first discovered in 1991.
During the 90s both Rob and his wife Kathy undertook some
of the earliest protection efforts. Cattle and feral animal
exclusion fences that Rob constructed in that era are still
standing and functioning today.

Lessons and insights from the US

A new population of the endangered Lanky Button
plant (Leptorhynchos elongatus) has been confirmed
by Tasmania’s Department of Primary Industries, Parks,
Water and Environment. It has been found on an area of
a sheep grazing property under a stewardship agreement
through the Midlands Conservation Fund (MCF), of which
Bush Heritage is a founding partner. There are an estimated
10,000–15,000 plants reported from a 0.3 ha area and
the population is only the fourth one of its kind in Tasmania.
This is the first time the species has been recorded in the
Northern Midlands of Tasmania since the 19th Century,
and demonstrates the importance of the Midlandscapes
project to ensure responsible custodianship of the grasslands.
The Midlands Conservation Fund, developed by Bush
Heritage Australia and the Tasmanian Land Conservancy,
provides stewardship payments to landholders in return
for conserving biodiversity on their properties, alongside
agricultural production.
Photos Richard Schahinger.

Conservation Systems Specialist Annette Stewart has
just returned from a trip to the US on a Fulbright Scholarship
to learn how other nature conservation organisations use
Open Standards and Miradi – the systems that we use to
plan, manage and report on our conservation projects and
activities. Annette is being hosted by the Conservation
Measures Partnership in Washington DC. Her trip has
included site visits to Portland, Seattle, Boston, Wisconsin
and Toronto and her work will inform Bush Heritage Australia
conservation efforts back home.
Bush Tracks | Autumn 2016
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“Australia is one of their last
refuges, especially Wunambal
Gaambera country because it’s
… underdeveloped compared
to a lot of other places.”
Tom Vigilante, Healthy Country Manager

Discovering the Dugong
Five years at Wunambal Gaambera
At a training camp in the Kimberley in
September 2015, a team of scientists and
indigenous rangers joined forces to fight
for a vulnerable and mysterious marine
mammal – the Dugong.

To overcome this, in September 2015,
the CSIRO and Western Australian Marine
Science Institute (WAMSI) delivered a
three-day aerial surveying course hosted
by Wunambal Gaambera Aboriginal
Corporation’s Uunguu Rangers at their
Garmbemirri camp on the rugged
Kimberley coastline.

Healthy Country highs:
Five years of achievements

their last refuges,” explains Tom, “especially
Wunambal Gaambera country because
it’s fairly pristine and underdeveloped
compared to a lot of other places.”

• three new populations of Black Grasswren

“The Healthy Country Plan is world-class,
it has improved biodiversity conservation
outcomes, and has achieved remarkable
“They’re like big sea cows, moving along
results in a very short period of time,”
slowly, digging at the seagrass on the
Andrew Burbidge, a conservation biologist
seabed,” says Tom Vigilante, Wunambal
and member of the Uunguu Monitoring
During this time, representatives of the
Gaambera Healthy Country Manager,
and Evaluation Committee, said at
Uunguu, Dambimangari and Kimberley Land the five‑year review of the Wunambal
describing the Dugong.
Council-facilitated Balanggarra and Bardi
Gaambera Healthy country plan recently.
Listed as “vulnerable to extinction” in
Jawi ranger groups joined CSIRO researchers,
the IUCN Red List, the Dugong is an
Kimberley TAFE training staff and specialist A major outcome of the last five years
important part of the Wunambal Gaambera consultants to learn aerial survey techniques has been the adoption of “right-way fire”
traditional landowners’ culture, as well as
operations using Traditional Owners
for monitoring wildlife populations on sea
a key conservation target of their Healthy
knowledge across all of Wunambal
and land. This involved counting Dugongs
Country Plan – implemented through a
Gaambera country. This program has
from the sky with the naked eye.
ten-year conservation agreement between
significantly reduced the amount of
“The Dugongs couldn’t see or hear the
Wunambal Gaambera and Bush Heritage,
harmful late season wildfires. In the past
plane so they weren’t scared away,” Uunguu
which last year celebrated its fifth year.
wildfires could burn for several weeks or
Ranger Maggie Captain says. “Being in the
months and reach over 100,000 hectares
In the past, surveying these elusive
air also meant we could look over much
in
size. In the last five years of the program
creatures involved counting them from
larger areas, and gauge how they move
wildfires have reduced to a tenth of that size.
boats. “This was really difficult,” explains
between different places as they migrate.”
Tom. “They’re very hard to see, very timid
The review also confirmed that this
The health of the seagrass is crucial to the
– when they hear a boat, they take off.”
groundbreaking work has recorded:
survival of this species. “Australia is one of

Did you know?
Dugongs can hold their breath
underwater for more than 12 minutes
before they come up for air (similar to
dolphins or whales). Any survey needs
to factor in how animals may be
unseen underwater for every animal
seen above water at any one time.
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This survey is a powerful example of how
Wunambal Gaambera people with Bush
Heritage’s assistance and the invaluable
help of partners and supporters, integrate
traditional knowledge and modern scientific
methods to manage and keep our land and
sea country healthy for generations to come.

• two new populations of Rough-scaled
Pythons
• new populations of the Northern Quoll
and Short-eared Rock Wallaby.

Top left: Protecting the Dugong is an important part
of the Wunambal Gaambera Healthy Country Plan.
Top right: The health of seagrass is crucial to the
survival of the Dugong. Photos courtesy of Auscape.

Left: A baby Loggerhead Turtle makes its way through the
dunes, destined for the ocean. Photo Annette Ruzicka.
Below: Reedy Creek beachfront. Photo Carl Moller.
Bottom of page: Gary and Matt monitor and record
the nesting mother for future rehabilitation work.
Photos Annette Ruzicka.

By the light of the moon
Turtles at Reedy Creek
At Reedy Creek Reserve in Queensland,
volunteer Gary Simpson is helping
monitor and protect one of the world’s
most beloved, and vulnerable species –
the Loggerhead Turtle.
Up above, against a jet-black sky, a
minefield of stars sparkle brightly. A group
of people – adults and children alike – walk
along the beach. They rarely use torches,
instead allowing their eyes to adjust to
the darkness.
Behind them the soft sand is potted with
the deep imprint of their footsteps, and
the only sound is the sigh of the ocean
as it laps at their ankles.
The anticipation of seeing endangered
Loggerhead Turtles is palpable.

With turtle numbers steadily declining over
the past 20 years due to fishing nets, boat
strikes, plastic and predation, Gary and
his partner Kelly wanted to do something
about it. Since early 2000, they’ve been
monitoring turtle activity and recording
valuable information – a job that takes up
to five hours each night. Findings will help
inform future conservation efforts.

“In the early days, we had
around 40 mothers nesting
on these beaches. Now we’re
up to around 90.”
Gary Simpson, volunteer

“Turtle numbers are no longer declining,”
Gary says. “In fact, since we started, we’ve
seen a noticeable increase in the population.
In the early days, we had around 40 mothers
nesting on these beaches. Now we’re up to
around 90 at times.”
“Turtles are just so vulnerable. They’ve
been nesting on this coastline for centuries,
which is why we need to educate people
about their habitat. If we want to have an
environmental asset like this, we can’t keep
forcing nature away.”
Thank you to Michael Myer and Dellarose Rubi-Baevski
for generously donating this property. Our thanks also
to the residents of Sunrise @1770 for supporting the
management of Reedy Creek Reserve.

Bush Heritage Reserve Manager Matt
McLean supports Gary and Kelly with
equipment and resources.

“People are so thankful to see turtles in their
natural environment,” says Queensland
“Their efforts are critical,” Matt says. “If they
Parks and Wildlife volunteer Gary Simpson. weren’t doing it, there is no way we could
“Often we might take the opportunity to
put that amount of time into it, and this
educate holiday goers and local residents
project would fall into a heap. Gary and
about threats to these turtles, and how to
Kelly have the best interests of the turtles
reduce hazards.”
well and truly at heart, and they’ve done a
mammoth amount of work.”
From November to February, when the
tides are high, Loggerhead, Green and
With Gary and Kelly’s help, extensive
Flatback turtles come from the Coral Sea
rehabilitation work has also been carried
to nest on nearby beaches. These beaches,
out along the foreshore to stop erosion, and
including Springs, Sunrise, Rocky Point
measures have been adopted by residents to
and Red Rock, back onto an intact patch
reduce artificial light sources from coastal
of coastal forest called Reedy Creek
properties that could otherwise interfere
Reserve, which is under Bush Heritage’s
with successful nesting.
management.
And it seems these efforts are paying off.
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Apples and androids:
The future of wildlife monitoring?
Former video surveillance specialist and
Bush Heritage volunteer Tom Sjolund is
exploring ways old smartphone technology
could assist with wildlife monitoring.
Imagine being able to visit one of our sites,
monitor our native wildlife, or see what our
volunteers are up to — from anywhere in
the world.
It could soon be possible with Bush
Heritage Australia volunteer Tom Sjolund
currently developing and testing a new idea
for wildlife monitoring and live streaming
using donated smartphones at Goonderoo
Reserve in the Brigalow Belt country of
central Queensland.
Tom, who is a former video surveillance
specialist, came up with the idea while
volunteer caretaking with his partner
Alison at the 593-hectare Goonderoo
conservation property owned by
Bush Heritage.
“We’d love to use this technology to help
monitor wildlife here on Goonderoo,
and if I could hatch a bigger, cost-effective
surveillance system we might just have
a better chance of doing that,” he says.
Smartphones can record video in high
definition, have motion sensors and can
send alerts, all of which make them a
potentially useful candidate for monitoring
wildlife.

To work effectively on Goonderoo and
other Bush Heritage properties, the motion
detection of smartphones needs testing
for their suitability to sense and capture
images of animals in the bush. The phones
also need a housing arrangement that will
adequately protect them in the outdoors.
“The only other thing we need to solve is
the limited battery power of smartphones,
which I believe we can do by adding a
solar panel and battery for as little as thirty
dollars,” says Tom.
If the system works, it could be incorporated
into wildlife monitoring at a range of
Bush Heritage conservation reserves in
Queensland and around Australia.
“Smartphones have got a lot of sensors,
plus two cameras with wireless and GPS,
so there’s a lot of technology there we
can use for various purposes,” Tom says.
“The smartphone wouldn’t replace the
standard trap cameras as such, but using
a network connection at the property it
could allow us to stream live from the
reserve, using nothing more than an
old smartphone and a few inexpensive
add‑ons.”
Each location would have its own IP
address, making it possible for people to
log in remotely to see what’s happening
on our reserves.

Top left: Leanne Hales and Tom Sjolund experiment with the smartphone technology. Top right: The spectacular
Goonderoo Reserve, which could soon be streamed live direct to your computer. Photos Tom Sjolund.
Above right: Tom checks the imagery from one of the cameras placed around Goonderoo Reserve.
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“We’d love to use this technology
to help monitor wildlife here on
Goonderoo, and if I could hatch a
bigger, cost-effective surveillance
system we might just have a
better chance of doing that.”
Tom Sjolund

It is not the first time Tom Sjolund’s
video surveillance expertise has been
put to work for the environment. He has
analysed 50,000 images for Bush Heritage
from cameras monitoring endangered
golden‑shouldered parrots in Cape York,
installed an underwater camera operating
for six months at Great Keppel Island in the
Great Barrier Reef, and set up cameras at
the largest and oldest known green turtle
rookery in the world located on Raine
Island in northern Queensland.
Generous support for the acquisition of this property
was provided by The Nature Conservancy, The Nature
Conservancy's David Thomas Challenge, and the
Australian Government's Maintaining Australia's
Biodiversity Hotspots Program.

Thank you
Thanks to the many supporters who
have generously donated to our work.

In Celebration
Glenn Winters made a donation in honour
of his father Noel Winters, who celebrated
his 90th birthday in December 2015.
Susan Hogben sent a donation that was
made by her friends Olywn, Pam, Di
and Becky in celebration of her birthday.
Sally Talati also donated in celebration
of her sister Colleen’s birthday.
Mr Owen Marlay donated to celebrate his
son Brinsley’s birthday. Margaret Shipley
and John Darcy both donated in celebration
of Stewart McConnell’s 80th birthday.

Bob Brown’s photographic
journey of our reserves
After leaving Parliament in 2012, Bush
Heritage Australia founder Bob Brown
and his partner Paul Thomas drove
19,000kms around Australia, visiting more
than 1 million hectares of Bush Heritage
Australia managed properties.
The journey was meticulously documented,
and the photos and stories Brown and
Thomas amassed along the way have
been turned into a beautiful new book,
Green Nomads.
For Bush Heritage supporters, the book
is, in part, an inspiring reminder of what
their support has helped to achieve since
our founding in 1990. It follows Bob and
Paul’s interactions with the hardy Bush
Heritage staff that work in these incredible
places. And its photos showcase many
of our reserves, including Boolcoomatta,
Carnarvon, Yourka, Cravens Peak, Ethabuka
and Reedy Creek, as well as other spectacular
parts of Australia and its wild heritage.

“When I helped set up Bush
Heritage in Tasmania in 1990,
the prospect of such extensive
and magnificent lands as
Boolcoomatta [Reserve, in SA]
after more than a century of
intense sheep grazing, was
only a dream.”
Bob Brown, Green Nomads
Above: Boolcoomatta Station Reserve, one of the
stops in Bob and Paul’s journey across wild Australia.
Photo Boris Hlavica.

Bush Heritage would also like to gratefully
acknowledge the many donations received
in celebration of the marriage of Merrilyn
Julian and Bryan Walters.

In Memoriam
Graham and Glenys Pearce donated
in memory of Colin Malcolm, long-time
environmentalist and member of the Friends
of Onkaparinga National Park. Peter Poland
donated in memory of Joseph Glascott,
former environmental correspondent for
the Sydney Morning Herald. The members
of Ross House donated in memory of
Phillip Toyne. Valerie Luscombe donated
in memory of Carolyn and Richard Green.

Bequests
We gratefully acknowledge the estates
of Robert Frederick Brown, John Atkinson,
Patricia Sarah Barringer, David Anthony
Shepherdson and a living bequest from
John and Judith Cockbill.
Male Stony-creek Frog at Yourka Reserve. Photo Wayne Lawler.

Green
Nomads by
Bob Brown

Published by Hardie Grant and available
at book stores near you.

Bush Heritage Australia
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Melbourne, VIC 8009
T: 1300 NATURE (1300 628 873)
T: (03) 8610 9100
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E: info@BushHeritage.org.au
W: BushHeritage.org.au

ABN 78 053 639 115
Contributors: Gerard O’Neill, Bron Willis,
Justine Glucina, Leigh Johnston, Kelly Irving.
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Yourka
family camp

Visitation in 2016
Please see our website for full listing
of visitation opportunities and online
registration.

A school holiday getaway
with a difference

September 2016
Guided Trips

Imagine spending the September school
holidays under the starry skies of Yourka
Reserve, waking to a dawn chorus of
birdsong, swimming at a gorge with turquoise
water water and spotting some of the animals
that call this rich landscape home.

Nardoo 20 March
Bon Bon 22–25 August
Naree Station 9–11 September
Nardoo 18 September
Yourka 27–30 September

If you’re looking for school holiday
activities with a difference, join us at our
Base Camp on Sunday Creek and explore
the spectacular Yourka Reserve.

John Colahan Griffin 8 October

Dates: 27–30 September 2016
(School Holidays)

Camping: online
registration

Cost: $330 per adult
Who: Suitable for families with children
(young or old).
Facilities: Bush camp with access to basic
facilities – camp kitchen, toilets and
showers (no mains power).
What you need: 4WD/AWD vehicle,
all your own camping gear (we may have
some you can borrow), food and drink
for duration of stay. Small off-road camper
trailers will reach the campsite.

It’s a holiday that offers the perfect blend
of adventure and relaxation as tour guides
and reserve managers Paul and Leanne
Hales and their family reveal the hidden
secrets and natural beauty of the stunning
Yourka Reserve.
The September school holidays promise to be
an action-packed adventure at Yourka Reserve.
Photos Annette Ruzicka and Leanne Hales.
Waterfall at Yourka Reserve. Photo Wayne Lawler.

Boolcoomatta, SA April to October
Charles Darwin, WA April to October
Carnarvon Station, Qld May to
September
Hamelin Station Stay, WA (camping
and accommodation) April to October
BushHeritage.org.au/get-involved/
visit

Bush Heritage is a not‑for‑profit organisation, funded entirely by donations from generous supporters like you.

Yes! I will help protect the Night Parrot’s habitat and future.
Title

First name

Last name

Date of birth   /   /   

Address					State

Postcode

Email			
Home phone			Mobile

I will give $
Card no.

/

 via:
/

/

/

/

/

/

Cardholder’s name			

/

/

Cheque/money order (enclosed)
/

/

/

Visa
Expiry date

Signature

All donations of $2 or more are tax‑deductible.

Please send me information about including a gift to Bush Heritage in my Will
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Please return to: Bush Heritage Australia, Reply Paid 329, Flinders Lane VIC 8009
You can also donate online at: BushHeritage.org.au/donate
Our Privacy Policy is at BushHeritage.org.au/privacy It explains how we manage your personal information, how you can access or correct it,
how to opt out of receiving marketing material, and what to do if you have a privacy complaint. If you don’t want to receive any communications
from us, let us know by emailing info@BushHeritage.org.au, freecalling 1300 628 873 (1800 NATURE) or writing to us care of the address above.
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